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By Anthony Paul Cowie

Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 1998. Hardback. Book Condition: New. New.. 241 x 164
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Over the last twenty years,
phraseology has become a major field of pure and applied research in Western European and
North American linguistics. This book is made up of authoritative contributions from leading
specialists who examine the increasingly crucial role played by ready-made word-combinations in
language acquisition and adult language use. After a wide-ranging introduction by the editor, the
book introduces the main theoretical approaches, analyses the corpus data and phrase typology,
and finally considers the application of phraseology to associated disciplines including
lexicography, language learning, stylistics, and computational analysis. This book is the first
comprehensive and up-to-date account of the subject to be published in English. Series Information
Series ISBN: 0-19-961811-9 Series Editors: Richard W. Bailey, Noel Osselton, and Gabriele Stein;
Oxford Studies in Lexicography and Lexicology provides a forum for the publication of substantial
scholarly works on all issues of interest to lexicographers, lexicologists, and dictionary users. It is
concerned with the theory and history of lexicography, lexicological theory, and related topics such
as terminology, and computer applications in lexicography. It focuses attention...
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Very good e-book and beneficial one. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am e ortlessly could get a pleasure of looking at a
written book.
-- Alphonso B ea ha n-- Alphonso B ea ha n

An incredibly amazing book with perfect and lucid information. I was able to comprehended everything using this written e ebook. I realized this book from
my dad and i advised this ebook to understand.
-- Ha nk Ruecker  DDS-- Ha nk Ruecker  DDS
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